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Abstract—Accurate predictions of vehicular communication
conditions are vital for the development of intelligent transport
systems and services, both on link level through channel models,
as well as packet error models on system level. In this paper we
investigate simple, yet flexible tapped delay line channel models
that capture the essential aspects of vehicular communications
through asymmetric power spectral densities and well chosen
Doppler and delay spreads. We demonstrate how to generate
such asymmetric fading traces, and use the implementation on
a channel emulator to measure packet error probabilities using
software defined radios. We then analyze the received packet
traces with respect to mean packet loss and burstiness, and
show the influence of the line of sight obstruction and Doppler
frequencies on the packet burst behavior. We are thus able
to demonstrate the link of fine-grained packet statistics and
underlying physical channels.
Index Terms—Intelligent Transport Systems, Channel Models,
Performance Analysis

I. I NTRODUCTION
As applications for connected driving and Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) emerge, so does the need for accurate
models, allowing the replication of roadside communication
conditions in simulations and labs. These models can be split
into channel models, which attempt to replicate the physical
behavior of the wireless channel [1], and performance models,
which model the packet transmission performance at system
level [2]. We aim at bridging this gap, by implementing
a set of tapped delay line channel models on a real-time
channel emulator, and analyzing the packet-level performance
achieved on Software Defined Radios (SDRs). Tapped delay
line models are popular descriptions for the wireless channel,
as they allow to model multiple scatterer groups with different
fading statistics while keeping the implementation of low
complexity. While this approach has been used, for example in
[3], performance evaluation was restricted to a global Packet
Error Rate (PER) analysis. Our goal is to demonstrate that the
channel models induce burst behavior on packet level. We base
our analysis on the European Telecommunications Standards

Institute ITS at 5.9 GHz (ETSI ITS-G5) standard [4], which
incorporates the vehicular extension of IEEE 802.11 [5],
[6]. The channel models we chose are preliminary models
discussed by ETSI, encompass the most important distinctions
for vehicular scenarios (Urban, Rural, and Highway), and
differentiate between Line-of-Sight (LOS) and Non Lineof-Sight (NLOS). We will detail the composition of the
given models and emulator implementation relevant specifics,
and test the emulation using National Instruments (NI) Universal Software Radio Peripheral with Reconfigurable I/Os
(USRP RIOs) configured to work as IEEE 802.11 transceivers.
The contributions of this paper are twofold, it demonstrates
the versatility of the discussed channel models by putting
them to the test, and based on the results, shows how in
very general settings, the packet error probability exhibits burst
character and fluctuations. The final results show that the usual
approach of modeling the system level performance through
static PERs [7] or threshold functions [8] are simplifications
that ignore the challenges of the vehicular scenarios.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
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Fig. 1. System model view.

We consider the ad-hoc link between two communication
nodes in a vehicular setting, as depicted in Figure 1. When data

is transmitted from source to sink, it is grouped in packets of
B bytes, and passed through Medium Access Control (MAC)
and Physical Layer (PHY) layers, transmitted over a physical
channel denoted as H , and received via the same layers. MAC
and PHY are assumed to be implemented as defined in the
ETSI ITS-G5 standard [6].
We describe the physical channel H using a time-variant
tapped delay line. This model groups the scatterers in N distinct sets. It furthermore assumes that the path delay between
sets can be resolved, while the path delays within a group are
not resolved, and lead to multipath fading statistics. Hence,
the scatterer groups are each characterized by a single tap of
the channel impulse response H . Each tap is described using
its mean delay, attenuation and small-scale fading trace. This
impulse response then takes the form
H (t, τ) =

N
X

η i hi (t)δ(τ − τi ).

(1)

TABLE I
L INK L EVEL C HANNEL M ODELS

ETSI Draft
Rural
LOS

P̂Hi =

T
1X
|hi (t)| 2,
T t=1

(2)


which is a consistent estimator and converges to E PHi for
T → ∞ in the mean square sense. By normalizing P̂Hi = 1
for sufficiently large T, we approximately normalize the mean
gain of any tap in Equation (1) to η i2 . The fading coefficients
of different taps are assumed uncorrelated, making this model
Wide-Sense Stationary Uncorrelated Scattering (WSSUS). The
choices for fading distributions and parameters are listed in
Section III. For the remainder of this paper, we will call this
description of the physical link link level description.
In contrast, the higher-level communication system described by source and sink only sees the data packet transmission. Due to the MAC scheme defined by the standard,
at this system level, the transmission is only characterized
by whether the packet transmission was successful or not, as
no packets are forwarded by the MAC that do not pass the
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). We therefore characterize
the system level channel by the packet error probability P(E),
which is time dependent and encompasses both the case of the
packet not being received at all, and being discarded due to
failing the CRC. The system level description characterizes
the overall transmission quality, encompassing transmitter,
physical link, and receiver performance.
III. L INK L EVEL M ODELING
A. Tapped Delay Line Models
We model the channel using a tapped delay line, defined
by the number of taps N, the deterministic parameters τi
and η i for every tap, and the stochastic characterization of
the fading processes Hi . The channel models we use, listed
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Here, N is the number of active taps, τi and η i are the delay
and gain of the ith tap, and hi is a realization from a WideSense Stationary (WSS) fading process Hi . Due to the WSS
nature of the fading distribution, the mean power PHi of the
process can be estimated by

Tap

in Table I, define 5 scenarios. The chosen scenarios were
selected to represent a wide range of important characteristic
communication setups. Rural LOS is given as baseline, and
behaves almost Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)-like.
This model is meant as comparison for the other models. The
other models tackle the two extreme challenges for vehicles,
high relative velocities and dense scattering environments.
The former is represented by the Highway scenarios, and
distinguishes LOS and NLOS models, that differ in the relative
power of the scattering paths. The latter scenario is captured in
the Urban models. Since Urban traffic setups are heterogenous,
two situations were picked that are of critical importance. Two
cars approaching each other on the same street represent a
LOS scenario, while the NLOS setup is described by two
cars approaching the same crossing from different directions.
All of these sets have a total of 3 or 4 taps, of which the
first path is static, and serves as normalization for the other
taps. The other taps are uniformly defined as Rayleigh taps,
meaning that Hi ∼ CN (0, 1) is drawn from a zero-mean
circular symmetric Gaussian random variable with unit power.
The shape of the Power Spectral Density (PSD) is specified
as Half-Bathtub Shape (HalfBT), with the maximum Doppler
frequency f d as the design parameter. We implement the
half-bathtub shape by starting from the usual Jakes’ Doppler
model [9], and setting one half of the Doppler spectrum to
zero. Such a Doppler spectrum can be observed when the
incident backscattered waves are not uniformly distributed in
their power. As shown in Figure 2, this can be caused by
non-omni-directional antenna patterns. Equivalently, the same
Doppler spectrum is observed if the contributing scatterers are
located only in front or behind of the receiving communication
node. These situations are often encountered in vehicular con-

Rx

Fig. 2. Possible scatterer distribution. Dots represent static scatterers, and the
grey area indicates a possible directional antenna pattern.

Building
texts, due to the asymmetric scatterer placement, as well as the
communication happening predominantly along the road, and
not perpendicular. Measurements demonstrating asymmetric
Doppler spreads were published in [10]. We use the most
extreme Doppler frequency f i,d as the design parameter, which
is signed, and thus also indicates the nonzero side of the
spectrum. Finally, the tap gains η i are shown in the table in
terms of power η i2 .
The purpose of the given models is to strike a balance
between relevance to the specific scenarios, generality and
ease of implementation. As such, the relative speed between
transmitter and receiver does not factor into the LOS tap and
a single representative set of Doppler profiles is used per
model. Additionally, the one-sided Doppler spectra are not
trying to represent a specific real situation, but instead aim at
presenting a given challenge equivalent to real channels. Thus,
all parameters of the models are fitted to demonstrate the RMS
delay and Doppler spreads encountered in measurements [11]–
[13]. Even with these limitations, the channel models use
a sufficient amount of degrees of freedom to pose a varied
challenge in terms of multi-path and Doppler combinations,
allowing accurate receiver benchmarking via emulation.
The Rural LOS model defines a communication baseline,
which is almost an AWGN channel in nature, with two early
multi-path components that have moderate Doppler shifts, but
are strongly attenuated compared to the LOS component. We
will now illustrate the general road setup leading to the Urban
and Highway scenarios.
1) Urban Scenarios: Figure 3 illustrates a possible road
setup in accordance with the Urban Crossing scenario. The
direct path is barely free of obstacles, leading to a low
power relative to the backscattered paths. A second group of
scatterers is made up of moving cars positioned between the
communication nodes. Due to this positioning, the scatterers
result in small delays, and the Doppler shift is small, since
the scatterer exhibiting positive relative velocities with respect
to one, and negative to the other communication node. The
second scatterer group can be seen as cars that are retreating
from both vehicles, which results in negative Doppler shifts,
as well as larger delays. The final, and weakest scatterer group
is caused by scatterers positioned far away being approached
by both, yielding the weakest signal with the largest positive
Doppler shifts. The overall positive Doppler shift is based on
the assumption of vehicles communicating that are both ap-
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Fig. 3. Road crossing scenario. The lines indicate the LOS (arrow), scatterer
that approach one, but retreat from the other node (dashed), retreat from both
(dash-dotted) and are approached by both (dotted).
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Fig. 4. Highway LOS. As above, the lines indicate LOS (arrow), scatterers
that approach one, but retreat from the second node (dashed), retreat from
both (dash-dotted) and approach both (dotted).

proaching the crossing, which represents the crossing scenario
where transmission quality is most essential.
The chief difference of the Urban Approaching scenario lies
in the fact that the receiving car is placed on the same road as
the transmitter, in the oncoming lane. Therefore, backscattering happens earlier as no corner traveling is possible, but with
higher relative Doppler shifts, since higher relative movement
speeds are used.
2) Highway Scenarios: Figure 4 demonstrates the Highway
LOS scenario. Similar to the Urban scenarios, the different
scatterer groups can be identified by their relative placement.
The highway setting naturally leads to larger Doppler shifts,
as well as larger delays due to the open setting. The difference
between LOS and NLOS scenarios is that NLOS assumes a
large obstacle, such as a truck, between the communication
nodes, which results in a weak LOS component, and allows
larger delay spreads to contribute to the received signal.

B. Channel Emulation (WSSUS)

=hi ∗ w,
1

SHi0 ( f ) =

u( f i,d − | f |),

r
π f i,d
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Here, F describes the unitary Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) matrix of size M × M, g is the transfer function
resulting in the Hilbert transform, normalized so the total
transform remains unitary, and
denotes the element-wise
multiplication. This implements a circular convolution of hi0
with the impulse response corresponding to g. The second
line shows that a left-sided spectrum is achieved by taking the
complex conjugate of the result.
Thus, we achieve the required half-bathtub shapes from
a standard Jakes trace, as shown for a chosen parameter
set in Figure 5. The half-sided spectrum concentrates the
signal energy in half the frequency space, and therefore sees
a 3 dB rise when compared to the original Jakes spectrum.
The resulting signal statistic still adheres to the Rayleigh
distribution as can be seen through the Empirical Cumulative
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where u(·) denotes the unit step, ∗ the discrete convolution,
SHi ( f ) the PSD of the stochastic process Hi , and hi a
realization of that process of length M. Boldface symbols
denote matrices, where lowercase symbols have dimension
N × 1 and uppercase N × N.
We generate such a correlated noise sequence directly,
using a variant of the sum-of-sinusoids algorithm presented
in [15]. In the second step, we want to ensure the PSD is
half-sided, which is equivalent to making the signal discretetime analytic [16]. This is done using a discrete-time Hilbert
transform [17]
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Fig. 5. PSD of an original Jakes trace, and the right and left sided versions.
The simulation is done at 5.9 GHz, and the maximum relative velocity is
10 m/s.
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We use the channel emulator presented in [14], which allows
us to directly implement the tapped delay models as defined in
Table I. The emulator is implemented on a NI USRP-2953R,
and provides an emulation bandwidth of 20 MHz. The fading
traces are pregenerated and loaded at runtime.
1) Fading Trace Generation: We generate a small-scale
fading trace for each tap individually. Since the models employ
stationary processes with Rayleigh statistics, we assume the
fading trace to be complex valued, with both real and imaginary parts distributed Gaussian with zero mean, which does not
change under linear combination of such variables. We achieve
the given half-bathtub shape in a two-step process. First we
generate a process conformant with the usual Jakes’ bathtub
shape [9]. Such a process consists of circular symmetric
Gaussian noise Hi ∼ CN (0, 1) with mean 0 and variance 1,
with a filter w that fulfills these equations
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Fig. 6. Comparison of ECDFs of a Rayleigh distribution, and the magnitudes
and phases of h0i , h0i, R S and h0i, L S .

IV. S YSTEM L EVEL M ODELING
A system level description of packet data communication
depends on the receiver and transmitter architectures applied,
as well as the choices with respect to packet lengths and
Modulation and Coding Schemes (MCSs). Our goal in this
paper is not to present a model tied tightly to a specific setup,
but rather results that allow comparison and provide reference
results for further receiver assessment. As such, we opt for default transmission schemes, and a simple receiver architecture,
which will be illustrated in the following subsection. Having
defined our receiver structure and transmission criteria, we
analyze the measurements with respect to the obtained PER,
as well as the packet burst behavior. While the former is
a standard measure for system level performance, the latter
is often neglected. We use MCS 2 as defined by the IEEE
standard, which translates to Quaternary Phase Shift Keying
(QPSK) transmission using code rate 1/2. We present measurement results for packets of length 500 Byte payload, which
is a good approximate value for ETSI ITS-G5 Cooperative
Awareness Message (CAM) message lengths. Additionally, we
provide results packets for 100 Byte packet lengths, illustrating
possible gains through short packet lengths. After adding the
Frame Check Sequence (FCS) and the preamble [18], the
resulting packets have durations of 744 µs and 216 µs.

A. Transmitter and Receiver Architecture
Transmitter and receiver are realized on NI USRP-2953R
SDRs running the IEEE 802.11 Application Framework
adapted to the amendment 11p. The receiver employs Zero
Forcing (ZF), which estimates the channel based on the
preamble, and tracks using the pilots. It is followed by a
de-interleaver, soft-decision demapper and Viterbi decoder. In
an AWGN channel, the receiver sensitivity, defined as the
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) value where the
PER drops to 10 %, is found at −78.5 dBm. Since the PER
drops from 1 to 10−4 within a span of 2 dB, we argue that
the receiver is a good example for a simple receiver, and
results obtained with this receiver are valuable when seen
relative to the mentioned receiver sensitivity. Thus, we present
measurement results plotted over the recorded RSSI values, to
facilitate comparison.
B. PER Description
We are measuring WSS models, therefore the measured
PER approaches the packet error probability P(E) for sufficiently large sample sizes. Thus, we calculate the estimated
error probability as the fraction of unsuccessfully received
packets
Nnot received
.
(9)
P(E) =
Ntransmitted
C. Burst Level Description
The link level model incorporates time-varying fading models, and we assume that we will see this time variance in the
system level behavior. We therefore introduce two measures of
burstiness, the probability of an error (Ei ) at instance i given
the previous packet was correct (Ci−1 ) and the probability of
an error following an error

Fig. 7. Measurement Setup. Transmitter (Tx), Emulator (Em) and Receiver
(Rx) are shown, as well as the monitor displaying the interface of the channel
emulator.

c) Temporally negatively correlated: The probability of
the opposite event occurring is noticeably higher than in the
memoryless case. Such a negative correlation would indicate
a constant switching of conditions, making it a model that is
not likely to occur in practical situations
P(Ei |Ci−1 ) > P(E) > P(Ei |Ei−1 ).
V. M EASUREMENT R ESULTS
A. Setup
The measurement setup is shown in Figure 7. The channel emulator is connected to the receiver via a RADITEK
RVATTN-DC-6 (0-70 dB) variable attenuator. A 3 dB-splitter
forwards the signal to the receiver and to a power meter via
identical cables, to accurately measure the RSSI values. A
summary of the relevant parameter of our measurement runs
can be seen in Table II.
TABLE II
M EASUREMENT S ETTINGS

Number of errors following successes
, (10)
Number of successes
Number of errors following errors
P(Ei |Ei−1 ) =
.
(11)
Number of errors
These terms are linked to the overall error probability through
the law of total probabilities,
P(Ei |Ci−1 ) =

P(E) = P(Ei |Ci−1 )(1 − P(E)) + P(Ei |Ei−1 )P(E),

(13)

b) Temporally correlated: Under the assumption that the
channel shows burst character, an event, success or error,
is noticably more likely to be followed by the same event
again, therefore, the conditional probabilities differ from the
unconditional estimate
P(Ei |Ci−1 ) < P(E) < P(Ei |Ei−1 ).

Parameter

Setting

MCS
Packet Length
Packet Rate
Measurement time
Equalizer
Receiver Sensitivity (10%)

QPSK 1/2
100, 500 Bytes
1 ms−1
10 min
Zero Forcing
-78.5 dBm

(12)

from which we can distinguish 3 cases.
a) Memoryless: The usual assumption on system level.
The probability of an error occurring does not change depending on the past. Therefore, the conditional probabilities both
approach the overall error probability.
P(Ei |Ci−1 ) ∼ P(Ei |Ei−1 ) ∼ P(E).

(15)

(14)

B. Analysis
Figure 8 shows P(E) and P(Ei |Ci−1 ) for 500 and 100 Bytelong packets, for the 5 presented channel models. P(Ei |Ei−1 )
is not shown as it provides no further information due to
Equation (12). Furthermore, if P(E) is smaller than 0.5, which
is met for the majority of our measurements, P(Ei |Ci−1 )
carries stronger influence on the total probability, and is thus
a better indicator for the burst qualities of the measurements.
The abscissa displays the median recorded RSSI values. We
plot against measured median values, therefore the points of
measurement are not necessarily equally spaced with respect
to the abscissa.
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Fig. 8. Mean and burst behavior for 500 and 100 Bytes packet size.

Our receiver showed artifacts in its performance by PER
saturating at a value slightly higher than the best measured
value, as shown in the Highway NLOS and Urban Crossing
plots for short packets (Figures 8f and 8j), and others to a
smaller extend. We assume that these artifacts are at least
partially caused by a non-ideal Automatic Gain Control (AGC)
which starts adjusting in 0.5 dB steps at the critical RSSI
values, and seems to have problems with strong multipath
contributions.
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Fig. 9. PER summary of all channel models for 500 Byte and 100 Byte
packets.

Figure 9 shows the PER curves grouped for 500 and
100 Bytes. The results show a large spread in achievable PER
depending on packet length and channel model. Rural LOS
exhibits AWGN-like behavior, especially for short packets,
confirming our assumptions. In contrast, Highway NLOS
proves too demanding for our simple receiver to recover
packets at a reasonable rate. While short packets see some
throughput, long packets completely fail to be received. The
other defined models are spread out between those extremes.
Overall, all measurements can be split in 2 distinct regions,
an error floor for RSSI values more than 10 dB above the
sensitivity, and a transition region of where the error probability P(E) goes from 1 to that error floor. The error floor is
influenced by the LOS-condition and the receiver not tracking
the time-variant channel through the pilot symbols sufficiently
well. This can be seen by the fact that the error floor is
significantly higher for models with high Doppler frequencies
and the same LOS behavior, and uniformly improves by at
least a factor of 10 for shorter packet lengths, disregarding
Highway NLOS.
In the transition region, we see that largest influence is the
strength of multipath components. Especially for short packets,
the Highway models are actually performing better than the

Urban models due to lower multipath powers, before saturating
at a higher error floor.
We differentiate the burst properties according to packet
length. Short packet lengths have P(Ei |Ci−1 ) ∼ P(E) for
almost all channels, and are therefore memoryless. The exception are the Urban channels in the low RSSI regime, where
the channels are noticeably bursty in both cases, and strongly
so in the NLOS crossing scenario. The reason for this is that
784 µs pass between two consecutive packets, allowing for the
channel to change unless small Doppler speeds are involved.
In contrast, all of the long packet measurements exhibited
burst properties except the Rural LOS scenario. The PER gap,
that can be observed throughout the RSSI range for all other
channels is caused by the short inter-packet times of 256 µs,
and demonstrates that the channel can not always be assumed
to be memoryless.
C. Discussion
1) Burst Behavior: The observed burst behavior can be
interpreted in conjunction with the almost binary PER function
in the AWGN case, by assuming that the RSSI has to be
above a threshold value for a sufficient portion of the packet to
achieve successful reception. Only with sufficient symbols received at good RSSI values, the packets can be reconstructed.
Therefore, in slow changing channels, with short inter-packet
times, we see a strong burst behavior with respect to reception
successes, On the other hand, in the high RSSI regime, with
sufficient inter-packet times for the fading to be decorrelated,
the channel behaves memoryless.
2) Performance Modeling: From the given measurements,
we can now demonstrate that the system-level performance
model should be chosen carefully in accordance with the
requirements. Assuming perfect transmission above a given
threshold implies AWGN conditions or a perfect receiver
and will often be an overconfident assumption. Representing
the packet loss by a single constant error probability may
be applicable depending on the context, and the expected
received powers, as it corresponds to a chosen error floor of a
given model. However, it is again important to not be overly
optimistic in the choice of the PER. Finally, if transmission
on a millisecond timescale is considered, the memory of the
channel is non-negligible and should be taken into account.
3) Channel Model Analysis: The imposed simplicity of
the channel models allows for simple implementation, but
introduces some shortcomings. The pure LOS tap found in
every scenario is not always motivated by the propagation
model and may be more accurately represented by a Rician
distribution, accounting for objects obstructing the Fresnel
ellipsoids. This facilitates extension towards modeling dense
traffic in particular, where cars at low relative velocities
contribute a non-negligible multi-path component to the LOS.
A possible enhancement to the given models is adding
flexibility through allowing the Doppler spectra to be shifted
in frequency. This opens the models to a more direct interpretation of given scenarios, especially in the Urban scenarios
that assume nonzero relative speeds between transmitter and

receiver. This has not been included yet for simplicity reasons.
Additionally, we suggest to perform further research on the
Doppler spectra. In the Rural and Highway scenarios, scatterers are sparse and can be found in front and back of the
receiver, casting doubt on the validity of the half-bathtub shape
of the Doppler spectra. In Urban scenarios, the given spectral
shape is more aligned with the theory, since the two vehicles
approaching each other fundamentally result in asymmetric
scatterer distribution.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Our measurement approach provides us with important
insights on the analyzed channel models. The presented link
level channel models are not meant to be an exact reflection
of a real scenario, but rather a benchmarking tool confronting
devices with the corner stones of the given scenarios, while
keeping the implementation simple and general. The theory
does not represent a specific situation in full detail, but rather
takes key parameters from situations and generates a new
model out of them. We demonstrated how they can be realized
through emulators implementing a time-variant tapped delay
line channel, how the fading traces are generated according to
the half-bathtub shape, and argued that this spectrum is able to
add communication challenges that reflect the vehicular setup.
The results we achieved through channel emulation suggest
that the goal of benchmarking is fulfilled, as a simple receiver
structure is suitably challenged depending on Doppler spreads,
LOS conditions and packet lengths, resulting in error floors
ranging from 10−4 for short packets in Rural LOS to 1 for long
packets in Highway NLOS. The provided scenarios encompass
models that challenge either through multipath-propagation,
time-variance or both, allowing for thorough benchmarking.
However, the models do require more degrees of freedom
before they can be used to represent a real channel directly.
A system level model is always a simplification, and our results demonstrated the potential and limits of such simplifications. Both perfect transmission and constant PER are models
that have their merits under the right circumstances. However,
our system level evaluation demonstrated the burstiness of the
packet reception on the analyzed timeframes. In rich scattering
environments with low relative speeds, this leads to short-term
behavior that differs strongly from global means. Therefore, if
simulations work on small timescales and latency constraints,
packet-level burstiness was shown to exist, and should be
incorporated in an employed model.
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